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3DIcon Releases Its Redesigned Website
TULSA, Okla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--3DIcon Corporation (OTCBB: TDCP), the developer of
groundbreaking three-dimension projection and display technologies, today announced it
has released its updated website – http://www.3DIcon.net. The new site will provide support
and information to answer the most common questions about the Company and its
breakthrough 3D imaging technology - CSpace®.

The proprietary 3D display system - CSpace - can provide true, single-color, high-resolution,
360-degree, three-dimensional images without any viewing aids. This technology is the first
system of its kind that has no mechanical moving parts. 3D imaging systems such as
CSpace have the potential to increase accuracy in real-time decision-making and can
potentially speed up procedures in multiple applications. The new website provides more
detailed information on the technology and the Company’s operations. It will be updated as
appropriate.

“3DIcon’s display technology has the potential to revolutionize the display field and the way
images can be visualized. Our technology renders true 360-degree single-color volumetric
images which can be viewed from any angle and can provide realistic 3D images on the
display. There are major applications in a number of industries, including the healthcare and
security fields, and we are moving to expose this unique technology to a number of potential
markets,” commented Martin Keating, 3DIcon chairman and CEO.

About 3DIcon Corporation

3DIcon Corporation (the “Company”) is a developer of groundbreaking 3D projection and
display technologies that are being designed to produce full color, 360° volumetric images.
The Company recently completed a working prototype of its flagship technology, CSpace®,
a breakthrough in 3D imaging, along with concluding a key licensing agreement for the
CSpace technology. 3DIcon has also launched its first software product, Pixel
Precision®, which targets the R&D market for developers using Texas Instruments' DLP®
line of products.

SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT UNDER THE PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION ACT OF
1995

With the exception of historical information, the matters discussed in this news release are
forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. The actual
future results of 3DIcon could differ significantly from those statements. Factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially include risks and uncertainties such as the inability to
finance the company's operations, inability to hire and retain qualified personnel, and
changes in the general economic climate. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking
statements by terminology such as "may," "will," "should," "expect," "plan," "anticipate,"
"believe," "estimate," "predict," "potential" or "continue," the negative of such terms, or other

http://www.3dicon.net


comparable terminology. These statements are only predictions. Although we believe that
the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, such
statements should not be regarded as a representation by 3DIcon, or any other person, that
such forward-looking statements will be achieved. We undertake no duty to update any of
the forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise. In light of the foregoing, readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
such forward-looking statements.
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